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I. CONSIDZRATIon OF ~ FOU? PRlliCIPLES REFERRED TO THE SPECIAL COMMrrrTEE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOUJTION 1966 (XVIII) OF 16 DECEl;ffigR 1963,
NAHEIY:

}
I
I,
)
~

I

(a) THE PRINCIPlE TPJAT S'I'ATBS SHAll.. R.."SFHAn~ IiJ T:mIR IN'JlETINATIONAL RELATIONS ),
FROM ~R!!: THREAT OR USE OF FORCE AGAINS:r TiI!'l l.rBRRI~'ORIA!. II'rl'EGHITY OH POLITICAL
TIIDE?ENDENCE OF ANY STATE, OR I~ ANY O'lIJiER MANNER nwONSIS'I'EN'l' HITH THE
PURPOSES OF THE ~rITED NATIONS (A/A~.119/L.6, L.7, L.8, L.14, L.15) (continued)

l~. KRISI~A RAO (India), introducing the joi~t propozal of Ghana, India and

I1
I . /'--~
,Yugosla'llia (A/AC •119/L. 15) , said tl:at the sponsorc had tak~m acc'Junt in t~eir proposa.l

of the task laid upon the Special Committee, nam~ly, to cont.rilmte to the progressive

development and codification of the four principles so as to secure their more effectiv~

ap?lication. Their proposal was also baced on (1) the dictum prono~ced by
I

I::::i:t::b::e::s:::c:s::n:i::e::::n:::::ts·::::~:::o::~::"o:a:e::: ::~::::::rr~:
11 (2) the principal conclusions that emerged from the practice of the United Nations; and

1\ (3) the vie\>Ts e:<pressed in the Sixth Connnittee and the Special Committee. They therefore

hoped that their text "V70uld constitute a basis acceptable to all. At the present stage, ..

he would only comment briefly on the various paragraphs of the joint proposal, but mi~t

perhaps speal.o;: at greater length later on the ~or..structive sll.ggest~.ons and criticisms put

fO~lar~ Pnru~aph 1 used tb~ language of Artiole 2 (4) ef tee Charter, taking acoount

of its objective. ParaGraph 2 defined force in accordance ..,ith the criterion given in

Article 2 (4), namely, the effect which the threat or use of force m:i.ght have on the

territorial integrity or political independence of a State, for it ,{as undeniable that

there were forms of force other than armed force 'Thich might also have considerable

effect. In the sponsors' vieH, the first part of paragraph 3 faithfully reflected the

\ de .iure situation ao established in the Charter. The remainder of the paragraph
\ required no coa~ent. There seemed to be ge~eral acreement on the sit~ations envisaged
\

\ in paragraph 4. Moreover, in previous statements he had pointed out that there Here

/ ...
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(Nr._ Krish!?-a Rao, India)

I ~recedentsin other international instruments. LaStlY1 the sponsors had been
\
\ greatly impl~ssed by the statement mada by the Mexican rerresentative on the .

\ subject of reprisals (AjAC.1l9/SR.9) and had been at pains to embody the relev~nt

1~rinciple in paragraph 5. That principle had:been confirmed by the Security

l Council in its resolution S/5650, especially in operative paragraph 1, which he
1
t quoted.

Mr •. VILFAN (Yugosla·V'ia) announced that he would withdraw the first part

of the Yugoslf.w proposal (A!_\C.119/L.7), relating to principle A, since that

proposal had been replaced by the three-Power text (A/AC.ll9/L.15), which restated

in more precise terms the ideas contained in his delegation's original proposal
f
i'.

~ and" in addition, took account of the views expressed by other delegations during
t
; the debate. He sincerely hoped that the new proposal 't-lOuld facilitate the

Committee's task.

In his present statement,'he would deal With only one question, namely, that

r of the meaning to be given to the word "force" in Article 2 (4) of the Charter,
I

t 1 not because he underestimated the importance of the other questions with which, I

the Camreittee had to deal, such as the right of self-defence against colonial

domination, but because sevel~l representatives, the Romanian representative in

particular, had spoken so eloquently on the subject that it was pointless to

repeat ~hat had already been said.

With regard to the meaning of the word "force" in Article 2 (4) of the Charter,

the Soviet representative had made some terminological remarks at the fourteenth

meeting (AjAC.l19/SR.14) which he fully enc.orsed. That was uhy he would not take

(' up that aspect of the question again and '1Culd take up what might be called, "the
t:

thistorical argument". Those who claimed that the, word "force" in that paragraph,
lmeant only armed force based their arguments on the fact that, dur~ng the

/ ...
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t::-avs.ux prepa.Latoires at the Sen Francinco Co~e~..ence, a. 3ra~ilian amendment, to

extend the prohib~_tion contained in that paragrailh to ::'nc:i.t'de economic pressure,

haG. been rejected.!! In the first place, his delegation wished to point out that

that argUII:.ent was irrelevant. The Char-~er "laC a constitutional act and, as such,

it had value' 1:1 i tseli' and an ino.ependen"C existence. It \-ra.s precisely because

the Charter was a constitut.ional act ''v1hose provisions couJ.d. and should be

interpreted in the light of actual circumstances that it \-ras possible to speak

of the progressive developnent o~ the principles of the Char-cer and at the same

time remain faithful to that ~nstrUillent.

Nevertheless, he wished to refute the argument baced on the r=jectionof the

Brazilian prop~sal, if only to destroy its psyc~ological effect, by showing that

quite different conclusions could be drawn fram that rejection.

When the Brazilian delegation had submit-::'ed its arJ1endme:1t to .l~rticle 2 (l~)

of the Charter at the United Nations Conference on Internatior.al Organization at

San Francisco, it had in fact been t~ing to link the question of intervention

to tee quel3tion of the tbreat or use of force, which tilat provision covered; the
i
I

; amendnent had rep~esentcd its final atte~?t to achieve that er.d. To read the

text of that proposal was to be convinced of that. The Sl~bmission of the Brazilian

amendment ar-d its rejection h'1o. not brought the roeaning of the ilord llforce ll into

J
)
I

/ ...

" question; the proof of that was that while the authors of the Charter had rejected

,; 1 the areendmcnt th-::y had seen no need to replace the vlOrd lli'orce" by "a::rned force".

In acting as they did, they h!ld shoi'Tll their aD.Y.:iety to permit the progressive

develop~ent of the princip:es of the Charter. The authors of the Charter had

simply refused to identify the prohibition of the threat or use of force with

the prohibition of intervention and) whether or not a clear-cut distinction

See United Nations Conference on International Organization, Commission I,
5 June 191~5, vol. 6;1 pp. 339 and 31;.0.
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beu.veen those two notions was considered desirable) i'~ must be rec06nJ.zed that

inte:-vention on the one hand" and the threat er use of force on the other, Here

two distinct concepts in interna-:'ional la1'!; -:'hat "TaS clear, moreover" from tee

list of principles under conside:'at:i.o'o end the Committeets p).an of lJ'Ork.

After re-establishing in that way t~e real significance of the Brazilian

amendment and its rejection, he drew atte~tion to two points. First, the

prohibition of the threut or use of force in Article 2 (4) of the Charter was not

an abstract prohibition isolated from any context. That prohibition covered,the

threat or use of force directed cgains~ the ter~itorial integrity or political

independence of states. n1e provision was not intended merely to prohibit an

act, but also to protect values, and, taken as a whole, it proh~bi-:'ed the use or. ,:

~V L threat of force in all its fO~6 when those forms endp-ngered the territorial
\' t ';;

integrity or political independence of states. Any other interpretation would

f' lead to absurd conclusions, namely that only armed force was condemned and that
I . '

i the conde:nnation vIas a purely fo:::w.al one' ....,ith no specific object. No one wished

, to exclUde armed force from the 'Word "force", but it was obvious that oth~r forms

of force, and particularly economic end other pressures, could threaten the

. political inde~encence andte~ritorial integrity of states. Perhsps when ,the

1J Charter was drawn up economic pressure was not considered as a force which could
\f '
~ "

·i threr.ten those values - a41d that was the real recson for the rejection of the
t ,/J.. i\1,,", I·

;;;:,l;-' Brazilian amenc.ment _ but tha~ vlllS no loncier true at the present time because of'
i
• l.

~ the accession of new states to ineependence and the multiplication of econ~c

pressures. If the Committee wished to be faithful to the Charter end to the

: intentions of its autho~s, it should interpret ArtIcle 2 (4) in such a way that

: it, really did protect the territorial intecrity and political independence of

"..,'States. The question, then, was ~hether or not economic pressure was at the

I···
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concept of the threat or use of force in conformity with Article 2 (4) of the

territorial integrity or political independence of states, i.e. of the protection

In the case of the threat or use.of force, it was a question of the

The difference betvleen those two concepts lay in the values they soughtCharter.

to protect.

Secondly, the cour::;e of develoJ!ments over the past twenty years had made it

Ipossible to distinguish more clearly between the concept of in~ervention and the

!
I

of the state fram Without. In the case of intervention, it was a question of

the organic, free and unhampered development of states, i.e. the protection of

the state from within. Once that distinction was made, it becaue clear that

according to the circumstances one and the same act might be either a threat to

the territorial integrity or political independence of a State under Article 2 (4),

or an act of intervention not covered directly by that Article. Oue of the

advantages of' the three-Pouer proposal (A/AC.l19/L.l5) over the original Yugoslav

proposal (A/AC.119!t.7) was that the criterion it adopted was not only the nature

of the act itself but also its effects. The proposal made it quite clear that

it was when they were directed against the territorial integrity or political

independence of a state that force and pressure in all their forms were ~rohibited

That distinction excluaed any possibility of\, according to Article 2 (4).

considering the three-Power proposal as being outside of the Charter.

Some representatives, for example those of Guatemala, Mexico and Sweden, were

~hree-Pover proposal according to whether or not the act in question threatened

normal international relations impossible by extending the idea of aggression and

He believed that the distinction drawn in thethe scope of Article 51 too far •

\ afraid that equating econooic or other pressures with the use of force would make

\

\

.J
/ ...
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(HI'._V..:..~..:..·l;..:.:f...;.a~n:, Yugoslavia \
--'=~_";';_'

fl the terI'ito~ial integrity or poli~ical independence of a state shoUld dispel those

I, fears, and that Article ;1 ,,~as so clear that :.t could hartlly be misinter,preted.

A definition of pressure would of course be valuable, just as it would be

as in that of aggression, matters co~d be left in the first place to the

judgement of the victim state" and then to the decision of the United Nations

Swedish representative had recognized that the power of decision could be left

\ valuable to ha\·e a definit::on of aggression. H01,rever, in the case of pressure,

\ bodies to which that state appealed. At the tenth meeting (A/AC.l19/Sn.lO») tbe
{
;
;
l

to the competent United Nations body in determining' whether or not a particular

entity was a state, and consequently whether it could avail itself of Article 2 (4)

of the Charter. That same power might be left to such bodies in determining

whether an act of pressure constituted a threat or use of force Within the

meaning of Article 2 (4).

In conclusion, he expressed sympathy With the ~dens contained in the Italian

amendment (A/AC.119/L.lI~). However, he thought that the objections which had

been raised to'sowe of the other ideas expressea during the debate, were equally

valid in regard to the Italian amendItent. His impression was .that it would not

be easy to incorporate the idea of that aI:lendment to the statement of the principle.

/ ...

. . .-

Sir Kenneth EAILEY (Australia) said that there were three ways in \lhich

!: the Ccmmittee could best assist in the development and codification of international

. IDV in the field 'of the four principles referred to it for st~dY and report:

Firstly, it could formulate interpretative texts making explicit in detail

What the Charter stated only in General terms or mel:ely implied•. The United

• Kingdom proposal (A/llC.119/t.8) was a remarkable illustration of hOil much could

: be done in that way. He fUlly 'suppo~ted that proposal and equally in principle

, the addition to it by the Italian delegation (A/AC.l19/t •14).
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secondly, the Committee could fo~ul&te adQitionnllegalr~e8f0r each

principle, as supported by the practice of sta'~es. Any reference to the latter

required the greatest possible delicac:i ·out :'he COIl"Illi-ttee had been explicitly

directed by its terms of reference in General Assewl)ly resolution 1966 (XVIII) to

consider both the practice of S~at~s and th~t of the United Nations in forming

its conclusions and reco~endations. The practice of states since 1945 could

not of course support any rule of international law contrary to the Charter; on

the other hand, it might well supply rlues of international law consistent with

the Charter but not to be found either explicitly or implicitly in that text.

Thirdly and lastly, the Co=mittee could keep in mind, as the representative

of Lebanon had emphanized, the distinction bet,.,reen ex:i.s't5.ng international law and

the rules 'Hhich it thoug..'lt sta"tes should be willing, in the year 1964, to accept

8S binding. Not all delegations would perhaps agree on what should be put in one

or the other category, but the method outlined by the Lebanese representative was

an indispensable i~strument for the progress of the CCIDnlittee f s work. The Committee

should beware of confusing international laH as it wos ...,ith what it thought

international law ought to be.

His delegation could not agree that. t~1e Cha.cter could now be given a Deaning

! different from the meaning it bore in 1945 ~erely to meet the wishes of some new

~enbers of the united Nations. T~e text adopted in 1945 had represented the

ma~imum on which unanimous acreement could be reached amone both the Members of

the United Nations at that time and the permanent members of the Security Council.

~
IFor that reaoon the interpretation of the Charter must be regarded ao the proper

!' sphere of the lex lata; but, of course, that did not mean that the words of the
I
I

\ Charter could cover only the points envinoGed in 191+5.

/ ...

j
I,

I
(
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The Committee should also bear in mind that the effectiveness of its work. '2

would depend wholly on the uegree of unanimity it could attain in its conclusions,
..-......,-~~

and in that respect he drew attention to the unanimous ~grcement reached on the

Declaration of Legal Princi?leo Gove:~ing the Activities of states in the

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, despite the ve~3 wide divergence of v5.ews when

the subject had first. been raised for discussion.

Taking up the proposals before the Committee a!ld,first, the united I{ingclom

proposal (A!AC.119/t.8), he agreed with the Gue.tema1F.n delegation that that pr0?J0sal

offered a basis on which agreement could be reached cn a n~ber of points. In his

delegation's view, by devoting his statement to the enllI!leration of the points on

which agreement was possible, the Guatemalan representative hedemp~oyed an

extremely useful method, and he hoped that the text submitted by the United Kingdom

delegation could be accepted by consensus as an accurate and adequate for.mulation

/" f'~J /h.- '.
Recalling the reference to Lord Byron ~de by the Soviet representative at

the fourteenth meeting, he said that, in his opinion, even if that distinguished
I

poet had been a member of a corps of volunteers in the service of the Vnited

Kingdom Government, it would be difficult to say whether that fact had constituted
!

I_ violation of international. law in 1824. In any case, that vas not a sufficient

\reason for saying that a Government could today use armed forces of volunteers
i

~gainst the political independence or the territorial integrity of another State

Without violating Article 2 (4) of the Charter. He would not pursue the subject

\any further since a similar problem was that very day- coming before the security
I .
iCouncil. He hoped, however, that when it was perceived how carefully the

definition given in paragraph 2 of the united Kingdom proposal had been stated,

that parograph would receive unanimous support. In that connexionJ his delegation

I···
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not~d that though it differed on SOilie points from the Uuited KingQom proposal,

paragraph 2 (a) of the proposal submitted by the ~epresentatives of Ghana, India

and Yugoslavia constituted a real advance tOv~rds a reconcilia~io~ o~ the ~vo texts.

His delegation wou.ld alse.. RCCGp"t as it stood the first seut,=:ace of paragra.ph 2

of the united Kingdom text as an inte:i:pretation 0:: the Charter principle. In his

delegation's vieW', the fact that the word "force" and not the "lOrds flamed force"

had been used in Article 2 (4) of the Ch8rter"Was not conclusive. The words

"to use force" occurred tvlice in the Charter: once in Article 44 and once in

Article 2 (4). In Article l~ the words could not mean anything but armed force

and no sufficient reason existec3. for giving it an~r other meaning in Article 2 (4).

As applied to the international action of states, physical coercion was in fact

i the essential ingredient of force, as the word was defined in the dictionary.

) That interpretation was confirmed by the whole context of the Charter and especially

by the Preamble and the provisions of Articles 1 and 2 and Chapters VI and VII.

'rhe Yugoslav representative Ilad sp~ken eloq~ently about the rejection of the

Brazilian amendment at the time of the San Francisco Conference. His delegation,

for its part, did not base its opinion on that fact" but found it difficult to

see how the BraZilian amendment could be used in support of the view that the

,wrd "force" in Article 2 (4) meant anything other tean arn:ed force. It would

seem that if anything cOt~d refute that argument; it would be the terms of the

Brazilian amendment, whether adopted or not.

The texts referred to by the Czechoslovak representative at the eighth

meeting also served only to prove that when it was desired to provide against

economic and political pressure or any pressure other than armed force; it was

\ so stipulated. Horeover, not only was it impossible to base the broader

I···
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•

l
in'ter.pre:tation which same sought to give to the word "force" on the Cha.rter, but

there was nothing in the practice of the United Nations to support it.

In his view, the Committee's task involved formulating both principles of law

lwhiCh could be considered as 1nterpretations of the Charter and rules cxf law

\

WhiCh could be added in those fields to the Charter principles by derivation from

the practice of states, and also such further rules as the Committee by consensus

kOUld reco~mend de lege ferenda for adoption by the Members of the Organi7.ation.

The three-Power text (A!AC.1l9!L.l5) was Dot to be considered so far as
•
~ paragraph 2 (b) was concerned as an interpretation of the Charter but as a

; proposition de lege ferenda. In that text the word "force" was to be understood,

Ito include such forms of pressnre, other than the use of armed force, as had the
i
reffect of threatening the political indepepdence or territorial integrity of a
\
'state and raised a problem of international policy. That text rightly recognized

,that to exclude all forms of pressure would be unrealistic. On the other hand,

lno delegation had ever taken the view that no law could be made to restrict or
~

1prohibit any form of pressure whatever other than armed force. His delegation had
, .

1so far had no opportunity to study the new document A!AC.ll9!L.l5 closely•

•However, one question that had immediately occurred to his delegation on reading
\
~ I

!that text was who \18S to judge whether a given policy or economic measure had or

;had not the effect proscribed in that document.

{
( (A/AC.l19!L.7), he said that his delegation could not accept the provisions of
I
f
I the second, third,
I

\ or the second, third and fourth paragraphs of the Yugoslav proposal. That was

\'Dot to say that Australia advocated the matter::; condemned in those paragraphs.

I···
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• .. \ ;' ~ J' '. '.~.

j
On the contrary, in many of the matters 1nqUe~t~on/'AUstrali~~,~:~ ~h\~ same

political objectives as the sponso~' df' the proposals. The questions dealt with
'.

in those paragraphs might perllB.ps be' suitabl~' piaced in a preamble, as the Sl-ledish
,", '.

representative had suggested, but the la~n; Unfortunately, was very apt to take

"

no account of the verJ different legal status of the preamble and the operative

part of a legal document •

.,I With regard to the right of self-defence of nations against colonial

N\i1 domination (fifth para.graph of the Czechoslovak proposal ~nd fourth paragraph of

the Yugoslav prop0sal), two 'question~ aro~e. First, did the citizens of a state

, have the legal right to take up arms against that state to secure their
, -,

independence? second, did other States have the legal right to aid insurgents
,

Iunder such conditions? In his delegation's view, the use of force Within a

Istate did not fall within the scope of Article 2 (4) of the Charter, ~hich s~ply

I'stated that states ShQ1.1ld refrain lIin their i'nte'~~DationaJ. relations" from the use

of forcej'Article 2 (4) could not, therefore, be interpreted as either forbidding

or permitting a right of insurrection, because its provisions were simply not

relevant. Juridically, a revolution acquired legitimacy if it was

11 but neither'the Charter n6rinternatio~all~~ re~ogn1zed any right

On the other hand, Article' 2 (4)'eXpli~itly forbade a state to use

successful,,

to rebellion.

force to impair

the territorial integrity of another state; and "wars of liberation" would in
... •.. , ." '. '.!.

many cases have:'precisely that object and that result. The Yugoslav and ' ,

\ Czechoslovak proposals~fouUd in the co~cept of s~lf~defenc~ in the exercise of
, .

self-determination support for the right of minorities or other groups to fight

with arms for·their indepeDdenc~' ~nd t~e right of other States to assist them

against the Member state of which they formed a part juridically. Australia had

I···
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{:_.: ':". \ ~ .... ~~. ,l t. .' ; . t.. .t .: • . '.' .' 1 . .

l1it ~elegation'c6nsiderea,that colonial rule,
,. . . "

'Whether by way of' the -edroinistrationOf a Trust T~rritory or otheX\vise, was not'
,
\ contrary to the Cl1arter, and states administering dependent territories in
f
! accordance vith the Charter vere responsible for the maintenance of law' and order
1{ ,,', ',,' , '" .. ,.,
, in those· ten'itories.' :, '!here was nothing in the' Czechoslovak or Yugoslav.proposals

which necessarily conflicted with that view; but if that ~as not the case, it

would' only increase the difficulty the Australian delegation had in accepting

f those proposals, because in those circumst~n~es

Iproposals ~ot;ld. not o~y find tiosupport in the

I express provisions it contained.

the Czechoslovak and Yugoslav

Cherte'r but would contradict the

,,' " ,-Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania), exercising his right of reply, said 'that remarks

like those made at the previous meeting (A/AC.i19/SR.16) about his country were

scarcely calculated to contribute to the success of the,Conanittee's work. His

delegation had always refrained from arguing political qu~stions in a legal

committee and it would continue, in support of the Cha:rman~ whose wisdom and

impartialit~~t was happy to acknowledge, to try to maintain an atmosphere of

serenity and co-operation.

Mr. KRISHN!\. RAO ,(rn<ili,a)" e,xercisinghis right of reply, said that he was

encour~ged by the preliminary remarks of the Australian representative, which he

regarded as a break, if not as a br.eokthrough., Since the Australian repl"esentative

had referred,to the dictionary definition of. the ,word "force", he read out the.' '

definition .given in the Oxford Dictionary in the hope that his co~league would

bear it"in mind:when he came to define his position on paragraph 2· of the joint

proposal (A/Ae.119/L.lS).

I···
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The CHAIRtWl suggested that he shoul4 depart from the usual procedure

and} by way of exception, give the floor to two representatives \Those names had

not been on the list of speakers.

It was so decided.

Mr. EL-REEDY (United Arab Republic) said that his delegation had combined

its comments on the proposals submitted by Czechoslovakia (AIAC.119/L.6),

Yugoslavia (A!AC.119/L.17) and the United Kingdom (A/AC.119!L.B) with its general

observations on principle A, and that it would now like to give its views on

the Italian proposal (A/AC.l19!L.14) and the joint proposal (A/AC.119/L.l5),

which had just been put before the Committee.
,

His delegation had examined with care and interest the Italian proposal aimed

at strengthening the United Nations bodies responsible for the maintenance of

international peace and security. That was an important agenda item for which

the Committee should make due allowance in its consideration of principle A.

Indeed} the ideas underlYing the Italian proposal were, so. relevant that they

deserved more thorough study by both the Special Committee and the Drafting

Ccmmittee.

His delegation appreciated the spirit of compromise and open-mindedness

( which had inspired the three co-sponsors of the jOi~t proposal (A/AC.ll9!L.l5).

It was glad to note that that proposal reproduced and refined the essential ideas

in the Czechoslovak and Yugoslav proposals, which it had already welcomed,

~f I particularly the right of peoples to self-defence against colonial domination
1\\.j ; .

: which denied them the right to self-determination. In his delegation's opinion,

that was one of the most important phenomena in the evolution of international

life since the signing of the Charter.

I···
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(Mr. El-Reedy, united Arab Republic)
.....

Pal~gr3ph 4, he noted, contained a new idea. His delegation, of course,

supported any fOTJlula which would strengthen the principle of peaceful settleme.ot
, . ,

of disputes (it would return to 'that point when the Comm~ttee took up principle B),

but justice should alvTays prevail in any such settlement•. In other words;

according to his interpretation of paragraph h - and he would like to hear the

opinion of the sponsors on the matter - it did 'not legalize or condone the

occupation of a territory by means contrary to the Charter or to United Nations

resolutions, and hence the occupation of a territory in such circumstances was

contrars to its provisions.

In conclusion, he said his delegation considered that the two proposals

were a major contribution to the Committee t;s work.

t~. S~illf.EBEL (United States of Ame~ica) said that he too ~ished to give

the CO!IlIIlittee his preliminary thoughts on the tvTO new proposals (A/AC.119/L.14

and L.15) just submitted.

Although his delegation ap~reciated the efforts of the sponsors of the joint

proposal (A/AC.l19/L.15), it could not accept some of the conclusions they had
. ~! !RI,. . l.JJ)..~.,.(,wt_{'{. i .

reached. It felt that the end of paragraph 1 '-1as unhelpful rhetoric. What was

the significance of ~aragraph 2, and especially sub-paragraph (b)? He ,gave a

Paragraph :3 erred by omission since it failed tointerpretation gave rise.

number of hypothetical examples illustrating t~e many difficulties to which its
~.,)
:;;r:

provide for the use of force by regional agencies acting in conformity With the,

\

United Nations Charter. So far as he knew, the validity of the Inter-American

Treaty ef Reciprocal Assistance; Which envisaged that right for the Organization

IOf American states, had not been challenged; nor had its conformity with the

, Charter.
/ ...
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(b~. Schwebel, United states)

\\

:,.t1i(\'\'i") In paragraph 3, his ~elegation could not accept the provision concerning the

"right of :pE:oples to self-de::?ence againct colonial clomi.na~ion in the exercise

I Iof their right to self-determination' for the same reasons which had prevented

it from accepting the eerlier texts. Assuming that that provision had already

been adopted, one of the parties to the dispute at present before the Security

Council could invoke it in an attempt to "crush ll its victim. Hith regard to

paragraph 4, on boundaries, he stood by what he had said at an earlier meeting

(A/AC.119/SR.15). He i·TilS surprised, in view of the events of the past three

years, to see a certain country among the sponsors of thot paragraph. Lastly,

he wondered ~hether a clause on acts of reprisal was necessary or desirable,

since the notion of "reprisals" il'BS difficult to define.

On the other hand, his delegation supported the excellent proposal by Italy

(A/AC.ll9/L.l4).

Mr. DAIYlIE (Ghana) confirmed that the inter:>retation of paragraph 4 of

the joint proposal (A/AC.119/L.l5) given by the repre~entative of the United Arab

Republic was in fact that of the sponsors. They, too, did not condone any breach

of internatioual law relating to existing bounda~ies, whether legally demarcated

or not, and considered that any dispute in the matter should be settled in

conformity with the Cherter or with such decisions as the General Assembly might

take after studying the report of the Special Committee.

He reserved the sponsors' right to reply at a future meeting to the questions

asked by the United states representative. He asl.ed the latter, however, to Dame

the country to which he had just referred.

/ ...
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Toe ca~I~~, reminding the members of the Committee of the request he- .
had made the previous afternoon, asked the representative of Ghana not to press

his last question since the allusion did not relate to the discussion.

t>1r. D~ (Ghana) deferred to the Chairman·'s request.

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m.




